1. Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that fixed-term employment, as an example of flexible non-standard employment, plays a fundamental and influential role in the changed world of work of the twenty first century. As stated by Blanpain, the impact of specific challenges holds especially true for developed countries, where it is estimated that people will live longer and remain dependent on pension, medical or social security schemes for longer periods. Many will still be contributing to the economy long after others have retired. Companies invest on a global scale while labour cost remains one of the indicative factors that influence investment decisions at a local level. As such, flexible employment arrangements, such as fixed-term employment, remain attractive options that serve the interests of employers because of lower employment costs. It is therefore safe to assume that in future the demand for non-standard employment will remain and probably grow. The question that remains to be answered is whether labour law in South Africa presently provides the legal basis to reasonably protect employees' rights to fair labour practices and to equality where they are employed in terms of successive fixed-term contracts.

The case for fixed-term employees as a particularly vulnerable group of workers, often not in a position to bargain on equal footing to protect their rights at the workplace, has been well articulated by many academics. Abusive practices such as successive fixed-term employment and unequal treatment have been globally recognised to impact severely on the life prospects of these workers as valuable members of society. It is submitted that the rights to dignity, equality and fair labour practices fulfil a decisive role in the implementation of the decent work agenda and, importantly, in securing the financial security of fixed-term employees in South Africa.

Evolving debates on the scope of flexibility at enterprise level and the concomitant need for employment security can either swing the pendulum in favour of or against extended flexibility. Too much flexibility may imply that employers' interests mostly gain the upper hand while workers remain a "commodity". Consequently a strong argument in favour of the alignment of labour laws and standards, not only as a theoretical basis, but as a practical guideline, has been offered in this article. Employment under too flexible terms and conditions portrays the view that employment might after all still be a "commodity". The concluding remarks in this article focus on specific insights and recommendations gathered from international and foreign law concerning the protection of fixed-term employees trapped in exploitive employment practices that offer nothing more than insecurity of employment and an infringement of a worker's rights to fair labour practices, equality and dignity.

2. The South African legal position of successive fixed-term employment relationships and the right to fair labour practices

2.1 Background

South African labour law, the primary guardian of employees' rights, has been transformed over decades, responding to the needs of workers employed in terms of a contract of employment. Various forms of non-standard employment have emerged since South Africa joined the era of globalisation and adopted a constitution based on certain values and guaranteeing certain rights. Of key importance are everyone's rights to fair labour practices, dignity and equality. The transformation of labour law and the emergence of various forms
of legal protection to promote, respect and uphold constitutional values and rights and the interests of non-standard employees became a regular topic of academic debate. Of special importance and relevance to the topic of this article is the right of employees engaged in successive fixed-term relationships to fair labour practices in South Africa. Notwithstanding the fact that the constitution, legislation, collective agreements and case law impact to a large degree upon the contract of employment in South Africa, it is still characterised by a strong Roman-Dutch law foundation.

Academics in the field of labour law have for decades acknowledged that the freedom to negotiate the terms and conditions of employment contracts is in most cases founded upon a legal fiction of consensus, as inequality between the parties places fixed-term employees in a weaker negotiating position. Fixed-term employees, in particular those employed in terms of successive fixed-term contracts, occupy positions renowned as uncertain and prone to abusive practices. Labour law therefore has a role to play in ensuring the fair treatment of employees in these circumstances. Although the legislator has set out to do this, the scope and content of such protection may, however, be criticised for not going far enough.

Workers who cannot rely on a valid contract of employment are nevertheless regarded as employees in terms of the wide definition of "employee" in labour statutes and have the right to fair labour practices. Labour law acknowledges the unequal employment relationship, generally regarded as *sui generis* in nature, as a ground to extend protection to employees in terms of the rights emanating from the fundamental right to fair labour practices. As stated above, the contract of employment as a juridical concept, with its complex connections to the economy and the social milieu of industrial capitalism, emphasises the complex nature of employment regulation. The common law, however, focuses on the contract rather than the relationship between the parties.

Another essential characteristic of any employment relationship is its unequal nature, a fact that labour law principles (in contrast to the common law) have acknowledged. The duration element of a fixed-term contract is in itself an indication of the power of employers. Employers control the duration of the contract and as such the automatic termination of employment regardless of contractual freedom. The inequality of the bargaining power between the parties, or the fact that fixed-term employees – generally acknowledged as the weaker bargaining party (especially in the absence of union membership and the benefit of collective bargaining) – could have a reasonable expectation of indefinite employment, is not a concern of the common law. However, as indicated in this article, the constitution provides for the developing of the common law in order to give effect to fundamental rights where relevant.

Employers must prove that the contract is terminable, whether in terms of a specific calendar date or with regard to the completion of a specific task or project. Dismissal protection does not occur in the context of the common law. The common law protects the parties against breach of contract and affords the remedies of specific performance, cancellation and damages. In general, it has been acknowledged by academics that "the common law has not been at the forefront of worker protection, this role has been played by labour legislation".

### 2.2 The current legal protection and gaps

The legal position of fixed-term workers in South Africa, especially those employed in terms of multiple fixed-term contracts, has undergone fundamental changes in terms of recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act and Employment Equity Act. It is generally acknowledged that successive fixed-term contracts are used by employers as a vehicle to circumvent administrative and financial burdens as well as dismissal protection, generally perceived as too restrictive and in need of flexibility. In an attempt to address the high unemployment rate and the outcry for decent jobs, government and other role players have launched various initiatives to extend the scope of protection to employees who were
perceived as particularly susceptible to abusive forms of non-standard employment. The South African Decent Work Country Programme 2010-2014, an initiative in co-operation with the International Labour Organisation, has been considered as not having the anticipated impact on job creation or the protection of labour rights. Recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act and the Employment Equity Act were, however, welcomed as a step in the right direction, extending the fundamental right to fair labour practices to many fixed-term employees. In order to evaluate the current scope and standard of legislative protection afforded to fixed-term employees in abusive employment practices, it is submitted that such an evaluation should be done with due regard to a substantive conception of the rule of law operating from a rights-based perspective in an unequal society. It must be kept in mind that section 7 of the constitution states that the bill of rights is the cornerstone of democracy in South Africa.

The Labour Relations Act serves as the main vehicle for introducing fairness as a requirement for the valid termination of an employment contract. The contentious issue of dismissal protection in the context of fixed-term employment is regulated in a unique way: the most recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act, in addition to the possibility of a dismissal in circumstances where a fixed-term contract is not renewed, or is renewed on less favourable terms, also provide for a dismissal where a fixed-term contract is not confirmed as a permanent contract in certain circumstances. As such, the status quo ante whereby the right to dismissal protection applied exclusively to employees who met the requirements of section 186(1)(b) of the Labour Relations Act, excluding those who could prove a reasonable expectation of indefinite employment, can be considered as a conundrum of the past. This extended scope of protection is welcomed.

The position of employees who are susceptible to successive fixed-term employment contracts has also received long-awaited attention from the legislature. Unfortunately, there remain a number of concerns regarding the scope of protection in the case of successive fixed-term contracts:

(i) The fact that the extended protection in sections 198B and 198D excludes employees earning above the earnings threshold is a point of serious criticism. No justification for the decision to limit the protection of a vulnerable class of non-standard employees to a specific category is provided in the memorandum. The fundamental right to adequate protection in terms of section 23 of the constitution affords "everyone" the right to fair labour practices and decent working conditions, irrespective of income. The full extent of this right has not been afforded to those fixed-term employees who earn in excess of the present income threshold, and given the relative low level at which the ceiling is set, it is submitted that the protection falls short of what is reasonable or fair.

(ii) For the first time employers must justify the use of fixed-term contracts. However, the amendments to the Labour Relations Act extend a wide scope of flexibility to all employers in terms of the numerous grounds, which are not a closed list, of justification for concluding fixed-term contracts, as opposed to indefinite employment, or to enter into successive fixed-term contracts with the same employee. In this regard, decisions taken by the commission for conciliation, mediation and arbitration and the labour court will undoubtedly play a decisive role in scrutinising an employer's motives for engaging in a series of consecutive fixed-term contracts where the need for permanent employment is evident at the workplace. It will take time to establish such guidelines, and this will inevitably result in a measure of legal uncertainty.

(iii) The amendments to the Labour Relations Act do not limit the number of fixed-term contracts or the maximum duration of fixed-term employment between an employer and employee as long as the employer can show a justifiable reason for concluding or renewing a fixed-term contract. This raises the question whether different reasons may subsequently be used for renewing a fixed-term contract with the same employee and whether past contracts are relevant to establish abusive practices between the parties. The regulation of the renewal of fixed-term contracts in recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act (section 186(1)(b) and section 198B) is not clear in this respect,
and more weight must be given to the protection of fixed-term employees. This would be the case if different reasons may be offered by an employer to renew successive fixed-term contracts of the same employee in the same employment position over an extensive period of time. Such renewal of successive fixed-term contracts must be regarded as without merit. I also recommend that the past practice of successive fixed-term contracts with the same employee should be evaluated and considered to establish whether such renewals display valid grounds for the renewal of the fixed-term position, as opposed to an indefinite one, or whether they merely reflect an abusive employment practice.

(iv) Section 6 of the Employment Equity Act now addresses disparities between the income of male and female employees with reference to the application of the principle of equal pay for equal work or work of equal value. It is submitted that this right should be equally applicable to employees in successive fixed-term employment relationships. Although a fixed-term contract plays a vital role in job creation and employers' need for flexibility, it should be borne in mind that it remains an instrument susceptible to abusive practices that infringes on employees' rights to equal treatment and protection before the law. Recent amendments to the Employment Equity Act were made in response to criticism by the International Labour Organisation in respect to the inadequate provision of legal protection afforded to employees with equal remuneration claims. In addition, a Draft Code of Good Practice is considered to serve as a guideline to direct employers and employees with respect to the evaluation of equal pay for work of equal value and to promote remuneration equity in the workplace. It is unclear at this stage whether the code will be of any help to fixed-term employees who earn unequal pay for doing the same or similar work as their colleagues in standard employment. The application of the principle of non-discrimination is especially relevant to protect employees caught in cyclical or enduring fixed-term employment in South Africa. Although there are no scientific studies in this regard, it is a well-known fact that employers in many instances discriminate against fixed-term employees with regard to the remuneration packages afforded to these non-standard workers who do the same or similar work as their co-employees on permanent appointments. If interpreted widely, as suggested above, regarding the amended section 6(4) of the Employment Equity Act, the right of fixed-term workers to equal treatment can now be upheld. The prohibition states that a "difference in terms and conditions of employment between the employees of the same employer performing the same or substantially the same work, or work of equal value is a form of unfair discrimination prohibited on any one or more grounds of unfair discrimination listed in subsection (1)". The amended Labour Relations Act's sections 198B(8)-(9) which afford fixed-term employees employed for longer than three months the right not to be treated "on the whole less favourably than an employee employed on a permanent basis performing the same or similar work, unless there is a justifiable reason for different treatment", and to equal access to opportunities to apply for vacancies and section 198D(2) allowing any party to refer a dispute in writing to the commission for conciliation, mediation and arbitration or the bargaining council with jurisdiction, within six months after the act or omission occurred, must be read together with this provision. It remains to be seen whether the nature of someone's employment or employment status will be recognised by the courts as an arbitrary ground under section 6(4). If the section is interpreted too narrowly, the provision will have very limited impact on employees employed in terms of successive fixed-term contracts. It would have been preferable to have a provision that expressly prohibited the payment of differential remuneration to standard and fixed-term employees due to such fact (i.e. the nature of their employment) alone. It is submitted that the Employment Equity Act should not only focus on wage discrimination between men and women or on the basis of sexual orientation, but should see to it that fixed-term employees in successive fixed-term relationships should be protected as well. In this respect it is recommended that section 5 of the Employment Equity Act will caution
employers to implement measures to promote equal opportunities and prevent discriminatory policies or practices which would infringe upon successive fixed-term employees' right to equality in this respect.

3. A German perspective on the regulation of successive fixed-term employment

A comparison can be drawn between the scope of protection provided by the German Gesetz über Teilzeitarbeit und befristete Arbeitsverträge (Teilzeit- und Befristungsgesetz) (TzBfG) to protect the rights of fixed-term employees with regard to the abusive practice of successive fixed-term employment and the right to non-discrimination. The following realistic view of Weiss puts the process of law reform into perspective:

"The function of labour law, as well as the institutional arrangements which it creates, very much depend on the historical, political, cultural and economic context of specific countries and specific regions. Therefore, it would not make much sense to speculate on the functions and institutions of labour law on a global scale, even if globalisation is advancing. This implies that the discussion on the future of [law reform] has to be embedded in a specific environment." 25

One should be mindful of the fact that a comparison between different acts from different legal systems cannot always offer a complete solution to shortcomings in another jurisdiction. This view finds resonance in the comment proffered by Weiss: "I have my doubts whether there is a universal approach to labour law." 26 Different regions of the world have their unique legal systems and use different terminology in labour or employment law based on cultural, legal and political traditions. Hepple argues that the transformation and creation of labour law will eventually depend on two major forces, namely, "the power of capital and the countervailing power of organized labour and civil society". 27
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Different regions of the world have their unique legal systems and use different terminology in labour or employment law based on cultural, legal and political traditions. Hepple argues that the transformation and creation of labour law will eventually depend on two major forces, namely, "the power of capital and the countervailing power of organized labour and civil society". 27 The integration of heterogeneous groups of workers and citizens in decision-making is crucial to advance the process to protect

their interests. These are people who work part-time or in terms of fixed-term contracts, or those who are employed through a temporary employment agency, who need to be acknowledged as partners, who should be represented by firm believers in those who can offer active involvement in decision-making and the protection of employee's rights and their dignity as valuable citizens of society. Perhaps Weiss describes it best: although "labour law does not need to be reinvented", now more than ever, the regulation of labour in the broadest sense needs to be respected and developed. Individual and collective instruments need to be regulated by "hard and soft law", a combination of legally binding and non-binding law. 28 It is crucial that the interrelationship between employees and employers, based on open communication mechanisms and trust, which are imperilled by severe strain in the process of adapting to new challenges, should be developed. With the decline in union membership, the question is whether the time is ripe for South Africans to reconsider the value of the rights-based approach, not only for employment in general, but especially for the protection of the interest and rights of non-standard workers. Of course, this would necessitate recognition that a great number of workers are engaged in non-standard employment and de facto insufficiently protected, but, much more significantly, that an even greater number of workers are engaged in the unregulated informal economy.

The German act continues to offer a complete and exclusive framework, already in existence at the time, for the regulation and protection of the rights of fixed-term employees to decent work. 29 Contrary to the regulation of fixed-term employment in South Africa by section 198B of the Labour Relations Act, the German act extends protection to all fixed-term employees without exclusions and the categorisation between high- and low-income fixed-term workers. Bearing in mind that the fundamental right to equal treatment should be evaluated in the context of each nation's historical and political background and employment policies regarding unemployment and the regulation of fixed-term employment in particular, valuable insights can be drawn from criticism by academic writers regarding the court's interpretation and application of Directive 1999/70/EC. 30 Section 6 of the Employment Equity
Act, which gives effect to the constitutional right to equality, does not specifically protect successive fixed-term employees' right not to be subjected to discriminatory treatment on account of their status of employment contracts. It is therefore recommended that the amended section 6(5), which allows the Employment Equity Commission to identify factors that should be taken into account in assessing whether work performed by employees earning different income is of equal value, should in particular protect the right of successive fixed-term employees to equal treatment in the workplace, generally subjected to lower remuneration, while doing the same or similar work. The minister of labour, on the advice of the commission, may publish a code of good practice containing these factors. It is further submitted that the regulation of successive fixed-term employment, with reference to a limited number of fixed-term contracts within a certain period, should be considered as a guideline in the code. The legal position of fixed-term employees, who deliver an uninterrupted service by means of multiple successive fixed-term contracts, portrays an employment practice that does not uphold the value of human dignity, equality and justice, as it infringes on an employee's right to fair labour practices. The need for employment security is prevalent in any strategy which strives to uphold and protect the rights of a class of vulnerable workers, deserving of better living prospects, especially in instances where employers still resort to successive fixed-term employment to avoid the costs of indefinite employment.

Another essential element of the German act is the degree of flexibility afforded to employers to conclude successive fixed-term employment contracts under specific conditions. It is strongly suggested that policymakers in South Africa can benefit from the example set by the regulated flexible approach. In this respect two aspects can be considered:

(i) Firstly, to accommodate employers of newly established enterprises. Section 14(2)(a) exempts employers from the justification requirement to enter into successive fixed-term contracts during the first four years of a newly established enterprise. This degree of flexibility is likely to grant investors the necessary freedom to meet the challenges that result from the unpredictable economic and political realities of society. It is submitted that the South African economy and the unacceptably high unemployment figure can benefit from regulations that strive to maintain a balance between the protection of workers' rights and job creation.

(ii) Secondly, section 14(2)(a) of the German act states that a term may be fixed according to a calendar period not exceeding two years and limited to a maximum of three renewals during a two-year period, provided that no employment relationship existed between the parties for at least three years preceding the conclusion of the fixed-term contract. It is submitted that the aforementioned prohibition on the conclusion of fixed-term contracts without a justification for a two-year period, based on a history of previous employment between the parties, for a minimum of three years preceding the conclusion of a fixed-term contract, is another example of regulated flexibility. Consequently, parties are free to conclude a contract of indefinite employment or a justified fixed-term contract for any period exceeding two years.

It is submitted that the interpretation and application of Directive 1999/70/EC by the courts should be considered a valuable source of comparison that might strengthen the newly introduced amendments to the Labour Relations Act and successive fixed-term employees’ right to equal treatment (as set out in the Employment Equity Act) at the workplace. In the context of South African constitutional obligation, regard should be had to international law and foreign law. Policymakers and courts can gain from these insights in the process of developing labour law as it pertains to fixed-term employees’ rights to fair labour practices and equality. In this respect it might be valuable to briefly refer again to the following judgments:

(i) In the Mangold case the European court of justice had to consider Directive 1999/70/EC on fixed-term employment and Directive 2000/78/EC on equal treatment. The court
ruled that section 14(3) of the German act, which provided for the conclusion of unlimited fixed-term contracts to promote employment for older workers without an objective justification, breached the principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of age. In 2005, section 14(3) of the German act was amended to allow fixed-term employment for workers from the age of 52 years, provided that they have been unemployed for a minimum period of four months or longer, before entering into fixed-term employment for a limited period of five years, without providing an objective justification for such a decision. Criticism of advocate Tizzano's ruling focused on the lack of recognition of, and the balancing of employers' interests, as reflected in national and supra-national policy and employees' fundamental rights provided by national legislation.

(ii) However, in the Kücüdeveci case the same court confirmed the importance of finding a balance between the interests of employers which could result in a limitation of the right to non-discrimination in the context of Directive 2000/78/EC, provided that the employers' justification for such treatment is acceptable to the court. In casu the European court of justice held that German law contravened the principle of equality and the minimum standard implemented by supra-national law.

(iii) In the Prigge case the same court held a provision of a collective agreement which obliged a pilot to retire earlier than the general retirement age of other workers as being contrary to European law. It was decided that air traffic did not constitute a legitimate justification within the meaning of article 4(1) of Directive 2000/78/EC, which prohibits discrimination on the grounds of age.

(iv) In an important decision with respect to the main aim of Directive 1999/70/EC and the German act, namely, to prevent abusive treatment in the form of successive fixed-term employment, the court in the Bianca Küçük case confirmed the significance of clause 5(1)–(2) and the implementation of one or more of three proposed preventative measures. In this respect, the act, which enforces measures already in existence at the time, serves as an excellent source of comparison of protection for fixed-term employees beyond required minimum standards. The European court of justice confirmed that section 16 of the German act provides that an invalid fixed-term contract is deemed to be a contract of indefinite duration.

It is submitted that the number and the cumulative length of successive fixed-term contracts, as well as any past employment relationship between the parties, are aspects of particular relevance when evaluating abusive treatment of successive fixed-term employees in South Africa. The value and role of European law, as stated by Riesenhuber, have earned a central place in comparative law, as it especially serves as a model for employment policies with respect to the protection of fixed-term employees. It is submitted that this opinion may also be true in the context of extending protection to fixed-term employees in South Africa.

4. Concluding remarks and recommendations

People's participation in labour or work lies at the core of this research, and in conjunction with this fundamental concept goes the following truth: "Work is one of the most fundamental aspects in a person's life, providing the individual with a means of financial support and, as importantly, a contributory role in society. A person's employment is an essential component of his or her sense of identity, self-worth and emotional well-being. Thus, for most people work is one of the defining features of their lives. Accordingly, any change in a person's employment status is bound to have far reaching repercussions." In support of the aforementioned statement one must realise, as stated by Benjamin with reference to the Supiot report, that the "challenges facing labour law can be grouped under the rubric of the need to move 'beyond employment'". Already in 2001, more than a decade ago, Supiot and Meadows with other lawyers and economists reflected on the reform of labour law in the context of the nature of the individual employment relationship.
Various examples of "stable and flexible" forms of employment emerged "despite ... divergent interests and often limited degree of trust [between workers and management]". The key characteristics of these new forms of non-standard employment were their open-ended nature pertaining to their duration and the tasks assigned to workers. The value of the Supiot report can be summarised as follows: the standard employment relationship does not fulfil contemporary needs of the labour market. The result is that contemporary labour protection which centred on the standard form of employment currently fails to protect the rights of workers falling outside the scope of standard labour protection earmarked for employees in standard employment relationships. Of importance is the suggestion that employment status should be redefined to protect workers' rights in the interim – also between different kinds of employment. In other words, the rights of all workers should be transferable under all kinds of employment relationships, irrespective of their status as workers.

Kalula, in support of the views of Davies and others, neatly captured the reality of the shortcomings concerning labour market regulation as follows: "[S]ocial rights are not an agenda of the past. I would add that, in spite of a globalising world that expects countries to adapt and respond to new imperatives, the future of labour law in Southern Africa depends on going beyond 'borrowing an bending', to embrace the realities of deprivation and social needs." It has been contended that successive fixed-term employees in South Africa have a right to dignity, to fair labour practices and to equal treatment. What this means is that, in essence, fixed-term employees should be treated as respected stakeholders in the enterprise with reference to their valued qualitative and quantitative input in the success of the enterprise. This challenge not only involves employers and employees and/or their representatives with each party presenting a diverse (and generally viewed as competing) outlook with regard to their interests. The South African Decent Work Country Programme 2010-2014, in co-operation with the International Labour Organisation, has not delivered the anticipated impact on job creation or the protection of labour rights. Recent amendments to the Labour Relations Act and the Employment Equity Act are welcomed as a step in the right direction, extending the fundamental right to fair labour practices to fixed-term employees, albeit with the exclusion of those fixed-term employees earning in excess of the income threshold and with limits to the nature of protection afforded. It is submitted that this dilemma lies at the heart of the challenge to unite the parties in the implementation of fixed-term employees' rights to dignity, fair labour practices and equal treatment at the workplace. Poorly treated fixed-term employees in successive employment relationships do not experience their rightful respect and appreciation as valuable stakeholders in the enterprise. What is needed is the incorporation of the interests of fixed-term employees that will result in similar treatment as that received by standard employees on indefinite contracts of employment. This may be viewed as a social policy issue, but it is one that must be given effect to in the drafting and scope of legal regulation pertaining to fixed-term contracts of employment. In this respect it is submitted that in future amendments to the Labour Relations Act policymakers and the legislator must include a limitation on the number of successive fixed-term contracts allowed between the same parties within a specific period of time.

It is recommended that regular worker information and consultation sessions as part of trust building and worker democratisation should flow from policy considerations. Weiss considers the "active involvement of workers" as the sixth most important core aspect of labour law in his recognition of Sinzheimer's contribution to the development of the primary elements of labour law: "If the employee is not to be treated as a mere object it is also necessary that the democratic structure of modern society is reflected in the employment relationship." The exercise of power by employers in the unequal bargaining relationship is a reality and a direct concern of labour lawyers. In his quest to research the comparative evolution of the
Deakin referred to the growing number of non-standard labour relationships that are excluded from the scope of protection afforded to workers in the historical context of the standard employment contract or relationship. Concerns about the degree of inequality in the employment relationship have and will always be a universal challenge. As stated by Deakin, "the task – which is no doubt difficult enough – is to challenge neoliberal and neoconservative dogmas which might otherwise become so deeply entrenched that only another upheaval of catastrophic dimensions could shift them". In an unequal society with great degrees of variance between the socio-economic positions of members of society, and I include South Africa here, this seems to be a chilling and apt warning.

Of particular importance for the outcome of this research is a proposed Code of Good Practice that offers guidelines within the framework of constitutional rights and values that could expand on the concept of "fair labour practices" for non-standard employees, in particular for the protection of successive fixed-term employees' rights and on "justifiable reasons" for fixed-term employment. As indicated throughout the article, the rights to dignity, equality and fair labour practices are crucial with respect to the implementation of justice in society. It is submitted that such guidelines could play a valuable role in creating a greater awareness of a feasible practice that could be beneficial to both parties provided that it functions within an open, honest and justifiable process, capable of endorsing and advancing legal certainty within the fixed-term employment relationship, especially in employment conditions where the opportunity for multiple fixed-term contracts is inevitable and foreseeable.

It is submitted that decisions made in any matter concerning fixed-term contracts, whether made by bargaining councils, the commission for conciliation, mediation and arbitration or the courts, should prevent abusive treatment in the form of successive fixed-term employment in accordance with our underlying constitutional values and employers' duty to provide decent work and to eliminate discrimination in terms of section 5(1) of the Labour Relations Act and section 6 (1) of the Employment Equity Act, whether directly or indirectly "or any other arbitrary ground".

The following additional recommendations may be offered:

(i) South Africa as a member state of the International Labour Organisation must give effect to the values, ideals and obligations of international labour law in compliant and enforceable domestic instruments. Conditions of freedom and dignity, of economic security and equal opportunity are especially relevant to fixed-term employees abused in successive fixed-term employment and discriminatory practices. It is recommended that the protection of labour rights should not be viewed as an obstacle to investors. Policymakers must strive to maintain a degree of flexibility through negotiations to implement International Labour Organisation standards where labour rights play a fundamental role in economic, social and political freedoms.

(ii) In the manner that it serves as a model for employment policies with respect to the protection of fixed-term employees in abusive practices such as successive fixed-term employment European law has earned a central place in comparative law. I therefore recommend that the German model of regulating successive fixed-term contracts must serve as an example of how the South African legal position can be further improved to reach a successful balance between the degree of flexible working arrangements and the protection of labour rights for successive fixed-term employees in South Africa.

(iii) It is recommended that the number and the cumulative length of successive fixed-term contracts, as well as any past employment relationship between the parties, must be taken into consideration when evaluating the abusive treatment of employees on successive fixed-term contracts in South Africa. Although a certain degree of flexibility is allowed to accommodate the renewal of a fixed-term employment position, the test to establish the merit of consecutive renewals should always be a dominant impression one. No single factor should play a decisive role in establishing the existence of an abusive practice. Factors such as the grounds (justification) for the renewal of the same
employee's fixed-term contract in the same position without offering that employee indefinite employment, the financial position of the employer, the temporary or permanent need of the workplace to fill the specific employment position and specific attributes that an employee has to offer, which might be difficult to replace in the specific employment position, must be taken into consideration in the evaluation of each successive renewal practice on its own merits.

(iv) It is crucial to implement regular worker information and consultation sessions as part of trust building and worker democratisation. This should be incorporated into policy considerations at the workplace to assist workers and management to achieve and realise feasible views of the degree of equal treatment considered as reasonable and practical under the circumstances.

(v) A proposed Code of Good Practice offering guidelines within the framework of constitutional rights and values, to implement the concept of "fair labour practices" for the protection of successive fixed-term employees' rights and on "justifiable reasons" for fixed-term employment is recommended.

(vi) It is recommended that fixed-term employees excluded in terms of section 198B(2) should enjoy the same right to equality as fixed-term employees employed for longer than three months who may not in terms of section 198B(8) "be treated less favourably than an employee on a permanent basis performing the same or similar work, unless there is a justifiable reason". On a similar basis it is equally important that the right "to equal access" to apply for vacancies at the workplace in terms of subsection 198B(9), must apply in the same way to all fixed-term employees excluded in terms of section 198B(2) of the Labour Relations Act.

(vii) It is recommended that section 198B should be amended in view of the fact that it does not meet constitutional standards and values to protect the excluded category of fixed-term employees. The need to secure decent employment for fixed-term employees plays a vital role in the protection of employees. Consequently, it is recommended that the drafting and scope of legal regulations pertaining to fixed-term contracts of employment must be given serious reconsideration by the legislature to include factors as set out above that might play a decisive role in distinguishing between an abusive or justified renewal of fixed-term contracts. A limitation to the number of successive fixed-term contracts allowed between the same parties, and specific guidelines to regulate the conclusion of multiple fixed-term contracts, will not only enhance legal certainty but in addition protect the rights of fixed-term workers in an unequal employment relationship within the context of their right to fair labour practices and decent work.

To conclude, it is clear that our constitutional framework and values require of labour law to intervene where vulnerable workers are in danger of being abused and prejudiced. To this end the Labour Relations Act and Employment Equity Act have provisions that regulate the use of fixed-term contracts of employment in South Africa. To answer the question whether contemporary labour law in South Africa, within its limitations and in the context of recent labour law reforms, succeeds in providing a sound, clear legal basis for the appropriate protection of employees in successive fixed-term contracts is, however, a complex issue. Recent amendments form part of a "slow and often contested process" of transformation of national legislation. 57 In South Africa and elsewhere, basic minimum standards form the framework of protective measures for these vulnerable non-standard employees, who aspire to employment security and to the promotion of their fundamental rights. Competing interests are discernible, and fair labour practices and the right to equality are sometimes seen to compete with employers' interests. Fixed-term employees face many challenges, including the reality of high unemployment in South Africa and the lack of employment security when working in terms of successive fixed-term contracts. As stated by Sciarra, to measure "standards in legislation on 'flexibility' can result in a paradox". 58

Despite the complexities involved, an appropriate balance must be achieved and the rights to fair labour practices and to equality need to be secured. This is
necessary, not only in the context of fundamental rights but even more so with regard to labour laws, employment policies and preventive measures that ensure fair treatment and decent work for fixed-term employees. In achieving extended protection the legislator and labour courts should engage with the challenge to offer vulnerable fixed-term employees a life perspective similar to that of standard employees. Special attention must be paid to the prevailing lacunae which bar the full application of the right to fair labour practices to employees caught in successive fixed-term employment contracts in South Africa. This article has set out to identify such lacunae and has made recommendations in order to address these gaps. In this regard it has been shown that valuable insights are available in other regions and jurisdictions, which may be informative when extending the protection available in terms of our common law and legislation.

Samevatting

DIE REGULERING VAN OPEENVOLGENDE VASTETERMYN DIENSKONTRAKTE IN SUID-AFRIKA: LESSE TE LEER VANUIT DIE INTERNASIONALE EN BUITELANDSE REG

Die sluit van opeenvolgende vastetermyn diensverhoudings tussen werkgewers en werknemers is ’n bekende gebruik in die Suid-Afrikaanse arbeidsmark. Die uitbuiting van kwesbare werknemers in veelvoudige opeenvolgende diensverhoudings word juist gekenmerk deur werkgewers wat doelbewus ’n diensverhouding van onbepaalde tydsduur vermy sonder dat daar enige noemenswaardige regverdiging vir so ’n besluit bestaan. Dikwels berus so ’n besluit bloot op die werkgewer se behoefte om ’n groter mate van beheer oor die tydperk van die diensverhouding uit te oefen, sonder om deur die regsvereistes van ’n billike ontslag gekeiehaleer te word. Verminderde finansiële uitgawes is ’n verdere voordeel waarop baie werkgewers in die verlede gesteun het omdat vastetermyn werknemers oor die algemeen nie dieselfde vergoeding en byvoordele as permanente werknemers ontvang nie.

Lidlande van die Europese Unie moet voldoen aan minimum standaarde vir die sluit van opeenvolgende vastetermyn kontrakte of -verhoudings ingevolge Direktief 1999/70/EC van 28 Junie 1999. Die Europese wetgewer se doel met hierdie Direktief is om die ongegronde sluit van opeenvolgende vastetermyn kontrakte of -verhoudings te verbied en om gelykheid te bevorder en onbillike diskriminasie van genoemde kategorie werknemers te voorkom. Die instel van spesifieke maatreëls word van al die lidlande vereis. Groot klem word geplaas op dialoog tussen alle rolspelers, veral die verteenwoordigers van georganiseerde arbeid en werkgewers. Elke groep se behoeftes moet in ag geneem word alvorens sodanige maatreëls in nasionale wetgewing vervat word.

In Suid-Afrika verkry alle werknemers in ’n vastetermyn verhouding rechte teen onbillike ontslag deur die gewysigde artikel 186(b) van die Wet op Arbeidsverhoudings 66 van 1995, ongeag wat hul jaarlikse inkomste behels. Artikel 198B van daardie wet verleen slegs rete aan vastetermyn werknemers wat minder as die plafonbedrag per jaar verdien soos deur die minister van arbeid van tyd tot tyd vasgestel. Vastetermyn werknemers wat meer as die genoemde bedrag verdien, geniet saam met ander nie die beskerming van die vereiste van regverdiging en die verbod op diskriminasie daarin vervat nie. Ten aansien van dieselke werknemers is die werkgewers dus vrygestel van die nakoming van die statutêre vereistes wat dié aspekte beheer.

Die wetswyssings het ’n leemtjie gelaat en stel ’n nuwe vorm van diskriminasie daar en laat nie aan elke vastetermyn werknemer se reg op gelykheid en billike arbeidsverhoudings reg geskied nie.

---
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